
Sample deliverables



Current state 
process flow

Project: Interview a range of client stakeholders to assess the onboarding process for 
new and prospective franchise owners at a large guest services brand. Map existing 
process and identify users’ online and offline interactions with particular systems and 
with one another. (Resulting proposed future state depicted on next slide)



Future state 
process flow

In conjunction with a technical 
feasibility assessment conducted by 
technical architects, we proposed a 
new structure for online and offline 
processes for the three personas 
identified.



App concept 
& task flow

Project: Help create concept for and 
map tablet experience for a 
proposed companion product for a 
TV show, identifying specific entry 
points pre, post, and during an 
episode. Enable viewer to explore 
and “win” additional narrative videos, 
while incorporating branded ad 
content.

Show



App concept
& task flows

Project: Create concept for and 
map high-level, overall flow for 
proposed MVP mobile app to 
encourage anonymous 
interaction between strangers.



Customer journey maps
Project: An insurance company wanted to visualize and assess 
the customer journey for several different personas, including 
major pitfalls and opportunities for improvement. (Continued on 
next 2 slides)



Customer journey maps



Customer journey maps



Design concepts/wires Project: For a guest services company, distill findings from 
extensive stakeholder/customer interviews with concept 
designs to visualize key pages of a transactional website.



Design concepts/wires
Project: For a worldwide food brand, distill findings from user 
interviews with concept designs to visualize key pages of a 
new employee portal.



Project: A professional sports team had a 
concept for an MVP mobile app to aid the 
scouting process for new players. After 
distilling their research on the appropriate 
feature set, we designed preliminary screens 
for testing in the field.

Design 
concepts/wires



Project: Following interviews with three groups of 
end users and user story creation, design concept 
mockups to visualize the implementation of custom 
Slack commands for a large entertainment brand, 
including annotations with key features and 
functionality.

Design 
concepts/wires



Usability testing 
& reporting

Project: For a major pharmaceutical corporation, interview 40 users across 
several continents and conduct task-based usability testing on specific pages 
within a new prototype. Write detailed summary report with findings and 
recommendations, informing updates to the prototype and final specifications. 



Usability testing 
& reporting

Project: For a worldwide brand preparing to 
improve an online collaboration portal, distill 
remote interviews with global employees into a 
report highlighting overall findings and key 
recommendations as pertaining to design 
enhancements – as well as offline governance 
processes, as relevant.



Surveys & user 
interviews

Various online surveys and interview scripts 
(guerilla interviews; semi-structured interviews; 
task-based usability assessments) from a range 
of clients.


